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About This Game

"Audioshield is the most purely joyful time I’ve had with a facebox on" (Alec Meer, Rock Paper Shotgun)

"Audioshield: Feels like music-melee Missile Command-and we love it" (Ars Technica)

"AudioShield -- a rhythm game -- is HTC Vive's killer app" (Jeff Grubb, VentureBeat)

Experience your entire music collection in VR. Audioshield puts you at the point of impact for every hit in your music. Beats
glide in slowly for mellow parts of songs, then ramp up for intense parts of songs with cross-body, double-shield, and high-

altitude hits.

Audioshield uses an advanced version of Audiosurf 2's music analysis system to sync with any song from your collection.

Every song has its own online leaderboard. Audioshield also supports local leaderboards to easily compete with friends during
look-at-my-awesome-new-VR-system parties.

"Let's punch the hell out of music in virtual reality with Audioshield" (Polygon)

"Audioshield found some neuroreceptor in the deepest cavern of my brain—one that can only be stimulated by an incredible
combination of sight, sound, and motion—and flooded it with a sensation that has left me reeling for days." (Ars Technica)

"Fighting Music in VR. This is the coolest sh** ever." (Jericho)
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"VR Missile Command inside a neon rave, set to your own music." (PC Gamer)

"The physicality of standing in place to fend off incoming orbs feels powerful" (IGN)

"...your music library comes to life as a fully immersive gaming experience" (UploadVR)
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the ui is not fun to use at all. Apparently I've played 643 hours of this game I don't even know thats possible.. For a historian like
me these are important and historically accurate portraits. They are true to as the Russians were. Particularly the lamellar armor,
cavalry & face masks are all archeologicaly evident and this is a good mini-dlc.. Noplace near as good or entertaining as Sparkle
1 or 2. It lacks anything that makes it entertaining past swimming really. Its slow, tedious, and will make you fall asleep very
fast, to be honest. Its pretty to look at but when it take ten seconds between eating each element, its very boring. I even went
"blue" which is supposedly going to make you eat faster, which it was un-noticable to be honest, even after level 30.

I dont reccomend this unless you like very very boring moody casuals.. i did not know this was a mobile game but its very fun
and the devs update often but all i ask is to make it kinda free roamish and add a lot more of ship and weapon types and it might
just be even better
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I didn't know that Portugal was a part of Africa.. Similar to Commandos 2 this third edition is not suited for a modern rig, in
fact even less options are available for you to make the game enjoyable. To sum up the option menu in its entirety : High
Quality / Low Quality. No Keybind, stuck in 800*600 hell. Enough said .... The basic movements of an aeroplane are pitch, yaw
and roll. In this game the player can only pitch and roll... there is no yaw! To make matters even worse when I twist my joystick
(which is normally the rudder\/yaw movemen) the game reduces my throttle... and I lose altitude... and then I crash. There is
also no right and left (and up) view to simulate the head movements of the pilot, so it is impossible to see the enemy fighter
plane. And a last thing... the enemy AI is too strong. Maybe the developers can introduce different difficulty levels. But so it is
nearly impossible to shoot down an enemy plane. But it is still early access... so there is hope the game will improve!. I like this
program. It's suitable for creating remixes and for composing your own music. Also it's have a large sounds library and very
simple interface.. kill me please. This is basically A BROWSER GAME *POOF*. Genuinely surprised by how good this game
is. This game is very good and recommendable and I highly recommend it to people who are interested in a pony. nice game .....
Expectations exceeded!

Don't expect Star Drifter to play like a \u00a30.79 game, everything is done very well and feels solid, the music is good, the
graphics are good, the controls are good (given its key based).

If you like high difficulty shooters and can get on with key controls, I think you'll dig it!
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